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Abstract: Over the past dozen years forensic and medical applications of technology first developed to record and transmit pictures from
outer space have changed the way we see things here on earth, including Old English manuscripts. With their talents combined, an
electronic camera designed for use with documents and a digital computer can now frequently enhance the legibility of formerly obscure or
even invisible texts. The computer first converts the analog image, in this case a videotape, to a digital image by dividing it into a microscopic
grid and numbering each part by its relative brightness. Specific image processing programs can then radically improve the contrast, for
example by stretching the range of brightness throughout the grid from black to white, emphasizing edges, and suppressing random
background noise that comes from the equipment rather than the document. Applied to some of the most illegible passages in the Beowulf
manuscript, this new technology indeed shows us some things we had not seen before and forces us to reconsider some established readings.
Keywords: Anti-Aliasing, Re-sampling, Replication, Raw Data, Picture Element, Image Functions.

1. Introduction
Pictures are the most common and convenient means of
conveying or transmitting information. A picture is worth a
thousand words. Pictures concisely convey information
about positions, sizes and inter-relationships between
objects. They portray spatial information that we can
recognize as objects. Human beings are good at deriving
information from such images, because of our innate visual
and mental abilities. About 75% of the information received
by human is in pictorial form. Vision allows humans to
perceive and understand the world surrounding us.

(AI) methods are used in many cases. High-level
computer vision tries to imitate human cognition and the
ability to make decisions according to the information
contained in the image.
 This course deals almost exclusively with low-level
image processing, high level in which is a continuation of
this course.
 Age processing is discussed in the course Image Analysis
and Understanding, which is a continuation of this course.

2. Image Functions
The Image Functions:

In the present context, the analysis of pictures that employ
an overhead perspective, including the radiation not visible
to human eye are considered.
 Computer vision aims to duplicate the effect of human
vision by electronically perceiving and understanding an
image.
 Giving computers the ability to see is not an easy task we live in a three dimensional (3D) world, and when
computers try to analyze objects in 3D space, available
visual sensors (e.g., TV cameras) usually give two
dimensional (2D) images, and this projection to a lower
number of dimensions incurs an enormous loss of
information.
 In order to simplify the task of computer vision
understanding, two levels are usually distinguished; lowlevel image processing and high level image
understanding.
 Usually very little knowledge about the content of images
 High level processing is based on knowledge, goals, and
plans of how to achieve those goals. Artificial intelligence
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 The image can be modeled by a continuous function of
two or three variables;
 Arguments are co-ordinates x, y in a plane, while if
images change in time a third variable t might be added.
 The image function values correspond to the brightness at
image points.
 The function value can express other physical quantities
as well (temperature, pressure distribution, distance from
the observer, etc.).
 The brightness integrates different optical quantities using brightness as a basic quantity allows us to avoid the
description of the very complicated process of image
formation.
 The image on the human eye retina or on a TV camera
sensor is intrinsically 2D. We shall call such a 2D image
bearing information about brightness points an intensity
image.
 The real world, which surrounds us, is intrinsically 3D.
 The 2D intensity image is the result of a perspective
projection of the 3D scene.
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 Whhen 3D objectts are mapped into the cameera plane by
perrspective projeection a lot off information disappears
d
as
succh a transformaation is not onee-to-one.
 Recognizing or reeconstructing objects
o
in a 3D
D scene from
onee image is an illl-posed probleem.

3. Image
I
Reprresentation
Any image refers to two-dim
mensional lig
ght intensity
here x and y arre special co-orrdinates with
functtion f(x, y) wh
their origin at left toop end of the im
mage. The valuue of f at any
pointt is proportionaal to the brighhtness of the im
mage at that
pointt. Thus any diggital image cann be consideredd as a matrix
whosse row and co
olumn indices represent a point
p
in the
imagee and the correesponding matrrix element vallue represent
the gray
g
level at thhe point. The elements of suuch a digital
imagee are called piccture elements or PIXELS.

frequenncy. Spatial fiiltering is the process of diividing the
image into
i
its constituuent spatial freequencies, and selectively
alteringg certain spatiaal frequencies to
t emphasize some image
featurees. This techniique increasess the analyst’ss ability to
discrim
minate detail. T
The three typess of spatial filters used in
remotee sensor data processing
p
are: Low pass fillters, Band
pass fillters and High pass filters.

7. In
nterpolation
n
This process
p
is alsso called as “re-sampling” or “antialiasing
g”. This is farr different from
m the pixel “reeplication”.
In imag
ge replication the value of a pixel is just sent to the
neighborhood cells ass shown below
w;

4. Color
C
Com
mposites
Whilee displaying thhe different baands of a multispectral data
set, images
i
obtained in differen
nt bands are displayed
d
in
imagee planes (other than their ow
wn) the color composite is
regarrded as False Color Compoosite (FCC). High
H
spectral
resoluution is imporrtant when prooducing color components.
For a true color com
mposite an imaage data used in
i red, green
and blue
b
spectral reegion must be assigned bits of
o red, green
and blue
b
image prrocessor framee buffer memoory. A color
infrarred compositee ‘standard false
f
color co
omposite’ is
displaayed by placiing the infrareed, red, green
n in the red,
green
n and blue frame
fr
buffer memory. In this healthy
vegettation shows up
u in shades of red because vegetation
absorrbs most of green and red energy but reflects
appro
oximately half of incident Infrared energy. Urban areas
reflecct equal portioons of NIR, R & G, and thherefore they
appeaar as steel greyy.

5. Digital
D
Imagge Propertiees
Metriic properties off digital images:







Distance
D
is an important
i
exam
mple.
The
T distance between two pixels in a digitaal image is a
significant
s
quanntitative measuure.
The
T Euclidean distance is deffined by Eq. 2.4
42
Pixel
P
adjacency
y is another im
mportant conceept in digital
images.
i
4-neighborhood
4
d
8-neighborhood
8
d

Figure 1
mage. This
The ressult is the biggger version off the original im
replicatted data is callled as “raw data”.
d
Interpolation is an
entirelyy different proocess. Each pix
xel, or "Picturee Element"
has a grayscale
g
valuue for the all the
t details in the area it
covers.. The area of a single pixel inn the MGS Facce image is
about 18.67 square feet (it is somewhat
s
bettter in the
subsequuent images).
s
craft all the details
In a caamera like the one on MGS space
in a giv
ven area - in this
t
case the sq
quare pixel - are
a derived
from thhe average shaade or "value" in the 18.67 square
s
foot
area.. Each pixel iss derived from
m an eight-diigit binary
numberr representing a shade of grayy from total blaack to total
white in
i 256 gradatioons (extrapolatted from an orriginal 128
gray leevels recordedd by the camerra.) The humaan eye can
detect only about 32 different leveels of gray, so the digital
imagin
ng and subseqquent processinng constitutes at least a
fourfolld improvemennt over visual seeing, especcially when
enhanccement techniqques are appliedd in the compuuter, which
can inttegrate over theese 128 levels. In other wordds, there is
more data
d in a singlee pixel than is displayed
d
by thhat pixel in
a raw im
mage.

6. Spatial
S
Filteering
haracteristic off remotely senssed images is a parameter
A ch
called
d spatial frequ
uency defined as number off changes in
Brigh
htness Value per unit distancce for any partiicular part of
an im
mage. If there are
a very few ch
hanges in Brigh
htness Value
once a given area in an image, this is referreed to as low
frequ
uency area. Con
nversely, if thee Brightness Vaalue changes
dram
matically over short distances, this is an area
a
of high
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Figure 2
bove figure expplains as to whhat happens as the camera
The ab
passes over the edge of a land form
m .If one darkerr area has a
o 88, and the lighter area to the right has a grayscale
value of
value of
o 44, then thhe optics will record an inttegrated or
averageed value of 66 for the shared pixels. The ressult of this,
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that the edges and
a
fine dettails may bee lost and
unreccognizable in a "raw" transmiitted image.

The ressult is illustrateed in the follow
wing figure;

Whatt interpolation does is to takee the data in thhe individual
pixels and use theirr relationships to each other to determine
the best
b
solution. These relatioonal values co
ontain more
inform
mation than iss visible to thee eye (which can
c only see
aboutt 32 shades off gray) and deepending on th
he algorithm
used can recover much of thee "lost" (aveeraged) data
conceerning the original shape of th
he object.

Usually
y bi cubic inteerpolation is ussed wherein thhe value of
every pixel
p
is shared by surroundingg twelve pixelss.

8. Algorithm
A

9. Im
mage Enhan
ncement Tecchniques

1: The originaal large pixel is
i divided into
o number of
Step1
smalller pixels
Step2
2: The individuual pixel of thee raw data, queeries and the
prosccribed number of surroundinng pixels, whicch contribute
to thee appropriate values
v
for the new
n pixel. i.e. The
T value of
the new
n
pixel is derived
d
from the
t
shared values
v
of the
origin
nal pixel.

mprove the quaality of an
Image enhancement techniques im
b a human. Thhese techniquees are most
image as perceived by
ges when exam
mined on a
useful because manyy satellite imag
colour display givee inadequate information for image
mprove the
interpreetation. There is no conscioous effort to im
fidelity
y of the image with regard to
o some ideal form
f
of the
image. There existss a wide varriety of technniques for
ving image qquality. The contrast
c
stretcch, density
improv
slicing,, edge enhanceement, and spaatial filtering arre the more
commo
only used ttechniques. Im
mage enhanccement is
attemptted after the image is correected for geom
metric and
radiom
metric distortioons. Image ennhancement methods are
appliedd separately too each band of
o a multispecttral image.
Digitall techniques haave been foundd to be most ssatisfactory
than th
he photographhic technique for image enhhancement,
because of the preecision and wide
w
variety of digital
processses.

Figure 5

A. Coontrast
Figure 3

minance or
Contrast generally reefers to the diffference in lum
l
values in an imagee and is an important
grey level
charactteristic. It can be
b defined as the
t ratio of thee maximum
intensitty to the minim
mum intensity over an image. Contrast
ratio has
h a strong bbearing on thhe resolving power
p
and
detectaability of an im
mage. Larger this ratio, more easy
e
it is to
interpreet the image. S
Satellite imagees lack adequaate contrast
and reqquire contrast improvement.
B. Coontrast Enhanccement

Figure 4
a
figure iss a result of biilinear interpollation, which
The above
multiiplies the origiinal pixel into four. The adjacent figure,
multiiplies the origin
nal pixel into nine.
n
3 - The processs then moves on
o to the next raw pixel and
Step3
this repeated until th
he image is com
mplete.
4 - If the proceess has been teested against actual
a
objects
Step4
for acccuracy - whicch all-Interpolaative methods used, have then the
t result can be
b considered highly
h
reliable.
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Contrast enhancemeent techniquess expand the range of
brightn
ness values in an image so
o that the imaage can be
efficienntly displayed in a manner deesired by the annalyst. The
density
y values in a sscene are literally pulled farrther apart,
that is, expanded ovver a greater range. The effect
e
is to
increasse the visual contrast betweeen two areas of
o different
uniform
m densities. Thhis enables thee analyst to diiscriminate
easily between areass initially haviing a small diffference in
density
y.
C. Lin
near Contrast Stretch
This iss the simplestt contrast strettch algorithm.. The grey
values in the originall image and th
he modified im
mage follow
a linear relation in thhis algorithm. A density num
mber in the
low rannge of the origginal histogram
m is assigned too extremely
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black and a value at the high end is assigned to extremely
white. The remaining pixel values are distributed linearly
between these extremes. The features or details that were
obscure on the original image will be clear in the contrast
stretched image. To provide optimal contrast and color
variation in color composites the small range of grey values
in each band is stretched to the full brightness range of the
output or display unit.

10. Enhancement of Fine Structures in the
Face
Having discussed downsizing and interpolation techniques
we now deal with the enhancement of fine structures. The
raw imagery contained a great deal of "salt-and-pepper"
noise caused by data transmission errors.
Step 1: The first processing step is to "clean up" the
imagery. A 3x3 pixel Laplacian filter is used first to detect
outliers (i.e., pixels whose values differ from the local mean
by more than a specified threshold). The values of these
pixels are then replaced by the local median value computed
in a 3x3 window centered about the pixel to maintain the
edge structure. The threshold value is selected to reduce the
magnitude of the noise without significantly distorting the
fine-scale detail in the image.

Step 2: Contrast stretch is done to remove shading
variations due to illumination and albedo variations across
the imagery, and increase the local contrast while
maintaining the overall tonal balance of the imagery. Over
small areas and for isolated features the contrast is enhanced
using a global "clip-and-stretch" which assigns pixels below
a minimum value to zero, pixels above a maximum value to
255, and pixels in between to the range 1-254.
Step 3: The image at this stage contains several thin lines
that intersect above the eyes, four broad stripes across the
face, and fine structure in the mouth area that appear to
some as teeth. Each is discussed below.

11. Conclusion
Thus the above techniques mentioned in this paper are
extensively used to enhance not only space images but also
to explore other hidden details from images, which are of
great importance to enrich man’s knowledge about our
UNIVERSE.
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